Sub: Ratification of remittances made against wrong accounting code and or wrong STC Code / C.Ex. Registration Number – Procedure – Regarding.

There has been number of representations from registered service providers/receivers and Central Excise assessee for rectification of mistakes occurred during remittances of Service Tax or Central Excise duty against wrong accounting heads and or incorrect registration numbers.

The Central Board of Excise & Customs vide S.T. Circular No. 587/2003(F. No. 1572/2003 Cx. A) dated 20/05/2003 has clarified that in such instances the matter should be sorted out with the P.A.O. and the assessee need not be asked to pay Service Tax again. The transfer entries has to be effected by the PAO, as per Pr. Chief Controller of Accounts, New Delhi’s letter No. Coord/21(1)/76/c-PAO (Chennai)13-14/159 dated 04/09/2013 and the Civil Accounts Manual of the PAO, read with letter Chord/2(8)/Cex/13-14/224 dated 15/01/2014, even for previous years.

The instances, resulting in remittances against wrong Head of accounts/STC number/C.Ex. Registration number, are cited below:

1. Service Tax has been paid in the wrong accounting code of a different service than which is rendered, where the mistake has occurred under same registration number.

2. Service Tax has been paid against incorrect Accounting Minor Heads of Education Cess, interest, penalty Secondary Higher Education Cess and or vice versa. For eg: interest paid under Secondary higher education Cess etc.

3. Service Tax has been paid against the STC number of another assessee/same assessee’s (having multiple registrations) different registration number.

4. Service Tax has been paid against Central Excise Registration number of the assessee instead of Service Tax Code Number or vice versa (major heads- Customs -037, Central Excise-038 and Service Tax - 044).

5. Service Tax has been paid against cancelled/surrendered registrations on obtaining centralized registration.

In such instances, in order to ensure uniformity and to avoid hardships to the assessee, the following procedure is prescribed to be followed by the assessee and the field formations.

Case 1. The assessee should represent (Through Range and Division) to the Commissioner of Central Excise and Service Tax, describing the mistake occurred/reasons for such errors along with certified copies of the remittance challans, ST-3 Returns for the relevant period and any other document pertains to the issue to establish the genuine mistake and to ratify the error.

Case 2. Same as above.

Case 3. The assessee should obtain a no objection Certificate from the assessee or any other person against whose registration number to which the wrong remittances have been made by e-payment to transfer the amount from their registration number, certified by the concerned Range Officer of Central Excise/Service Tax that the said amount has not been utilized or paid by him and does not surface in his ledger(Book of accounts) and attach with the representation besides the documents enumerated against Case 1 above.
Case 4. The assessee should produce the certified copies of the relevant remittance challans of both Central Excise and Service Tax payments for that particular period for which rectification of errors is requested in addition to copies of Service Tax and Central Excise Returns and any other documents in support of their claim.

Case 5. The assessee should produce the documents in support of Centralized Registration and the Surrender Certificate in addition to the documents mentioned against Case 1 above.

On obtaining the representations from the assessee seeking ratification/rectification of wrong remittances made either in Service Tax or in Central Excise, the field formations should follow the procedure below:

1. It must be ensured that the gross value and the services are correctly mentioned in the respective returns.
2. The assessment regarding the actual payment of duties have been scrutinized.
3. The authenticity of the remittance challans enclosed, along with proof of payment.
4. The returns for the relevant period are furnished incorporating the details of the payment challans mentioned for the correction.
5. Any other document furnished by the assessee or required to be verified by the Department in order to effect the rectification.

A verification certificate/report from the Range Officer concerned, endorsing/recommending to the effect above may invariably be attached with the representation of the assessee.

The representation seeking rectification/ratification received thus above after necessary correction in the Ledger (Book of accounts) maintained by the assessee at Commissionerate level, will be forwarded to the e-PAO, Mumbai or e-PAO, Chennai respectively for Service Tax and Central Excise matters. In case of request for changing major heads between Central Excise and Service Tax or vice versa, the matter may be taken up with the Principal Chief Controller of Accounts, CBEC, New Delhi.

All the Trade Associations are requested to bring the contents of this Trade Notice to the attention of their members in particular and the Trade in general.
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